Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU)

ORAU administers Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) research participation programs for civilians such as the Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) Program that allow senior scientists, faculty; high school, bachelor’s, masters' and doctoral students, and recent graduates to enhance their science education experience in projects and activities at our Department of Defense (DOD) and other Government and Private Industry customers' laboratories and research facilities worldwide. Last year, ORAU placed over 9,400 participants in educational research roles across the country.

I am pleased to announce the U.S. Army Research Lab will begin accepting applications from BS candidates for the Summer Journeyman Fellowship Program. Previously, only bachelor level graduates thru PhD candidates were able to apply. **The application deadline for this program is 17 MAR 17.** However, ARL is actively reviewing and selecting candidates on a rolling basis. Applicants are encouraged to apply ASAP! The start and end dates for this program will vary depending the candidate’s availability to participate in the research. Depending the candidate’s availability, there is flexibility as long as the candidates can participate between 15 MAY - 30 SEP. Candidates will receive a competitive monthly stipend based upon their education level for their research participation.


**U.S. Army Research Lab - Summer Journeyman Fellowship Program** (200+ opportunities for BS candidates -PhD candidates) - Non U.S. Citizens may apply.


ARL has six separate directorates seeking students:

- Computational and Information Sciences Directorate (CISD)
- Human Research and Engineering Directorate (HRED)
- Sensors and Electron Devices Directorate (SEDD)
- Survivability and Lethality Analysis Directorate (SLAD)
- Vehicle Technology Directorate (VTD)
- Weapons and Materials Research Directorate (WMRD)

There is a research announcement available for each of the six directorates in which applicants may apply. For a better understanding of the on-going research, candidates are encourage to review the postdoctoral research topics: [http://www.pcrecruiter.net/pcri/regmenu.aspx?boardid=TO5ZtaAMeaBwn9thVxXNU96NgpqvG6rbDveLBfsXiDT2husYmc9Y20MPrhoXiKn](http://www.pcrecruiter.net/pcri/regmenu.aspx?boardid=TO5ZtaAMeaBwn9thVxXNU96NgpqvG6rbDveLBfsXiDT2husYmc9Y20MPrhoXiKn)

This opportunity has been posted to Handshake and the One Stop-Symplicity system. Unfortunately, I don’t have the resources to manually post the opportunity at each institutions job board. Your help with sharing this great research opportunity to students and faculty is greatly appreciated! Faculty may also inquire about summer sabbaticals with ARL. [https://www.arl.army.mil/opencampus/](https://www.arl.army.mil/opencampus/)

**Stay connected with ORAU! Join the ORAU Talent Network** The Talent Network allows you to receive alerts with new opportunities that match your research interest. You need to only enter your E-mail Address, Zip Code, and Desired Area of Research.

Click to join the ORAU Talent Network: [http://stayconnected.orau.org/en-us/](http://stayconnected.orau.org/en-us/)
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